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The Mill at Hop Brook, winner of the
2013 CCAPA Implementation Award
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For 2013, the Awards Committee
recognized Landworks Development,
LLC for seizing an opportunity in Simsbury’s new Planned Area Development
zoning regulation to develop an innovative mixed use development that is the
ﬁrst project approved and constructed
under the new regulations. The development, the Mill at Hop Brook, includes a
restaurant, apartments and town homes

all within walking distance of Simsbury
Town Center which offers a variety of
commercial and civic services. The development runs along the popular Farmington Valley Greenway.
An existing gristmill, with its views
of Hop Brook, was renovated into a
four-star and highly successful restaurant,
Millwright’s. The beautifully rehabilitated brownstone also contains several
ofﬁces, some of which are connected to
the development, while others are completely separate. Mill Commons contains
88 apartments including four completely
separate gatehouse style residences and
a meeting house. Another section of the
(continued on page 8)

Chris Nelson, Principal of
Landworks Development,
LLC
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development, currently under construction, consists of 20 townhouses which will
meet current demand for housing young
professionals seeking apartment living
and empty-nesters or retirees looking to
down-size in a mixed-age development.
The project fully embodies the Town’s
new regulations and is a complement to
the existing setting. Landworks embraced
the opportunity to collaborate closely
with the town and create a successful development from both the community and
developer’s point of view.
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The Town of New Milford received
the Chapter’s 2013 Physical Planning
Award for its Transportation Management Plan.
This comprehensive transportation
plan is a creative yet practical multi-modal
plan that treats bicycles and sidewalks as
key components of connectivity within
the Town’s transportation system. The
outlined transportation system improvements balance operations with the
preservation of
community character, environmental

resources and promotion of economic
development.
Public involvement was key to New
Milford’s successful planning process, and
included:
• An online survey to provide initial
input of thoughts, ideas and opinions
• Community workshops to discuss
concepts
• Inclusion of ConnDOT in the
planning process
• A “Walkshop” to examine conditions
in the ﬁeld
The ﬁnal plan illustrates the alternatives discussed and evaluates them against
a set of multi-modal performance standards established during the public process. The methodology, public involvement and blueprint for the future serve as
an example to communities that want to
address trafﬁc congestion in a downtown
area to improve the quality of life for residents and visitors as well.
As stated by Tim O’Brien, President
of the New Milford River Trail Association, “By acknowledging that busses, bikes
and sensible shoes are necessary ingredients in a system of transportation that
serves people, not just cars and trucks,
this plan is a great step towards improving
safety, economic development and quality
of life for the Town of New Milford.”
(continued on page 9)

From left to right: Michael Morehouse, Fitzgerald & Halliday,
Inc.; Pete Bass, Vice-Chairman New Milford Town Council;
Michael Zarba, Public Works Director.
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